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A Case Study: Weinberger Kidnapping
(a) (b)
Figure 1: Writing samples from the Weinberger kidnapping1. (a) First
ransom note. (b) Known writing of Angelo LaMarca.
1Federal Bureau of Investigation. Famous cases: The Weinberger kidnapping, FBI History (Online).




Use a statistical model to provide probabalistic statements of
writership for handwritten documents.
I Free of context - no character recognition
I Robust to writing style - cursive, print






I Currently enrolling nationwide
I 3 sessions
I 3 writing prompts
I 1 exemplar - The London Letter2
I 1 easy writing - an excerpt from The Wonderful Wizard of Oz3
I 1 short phrase - similar in size to a robbery or ransom note
I 1 signature prompt
I randomly generated name - simulated signatures
2Osborn AS. (1929) Questioned documents, 2nd edn. New York, NY: Boyd Printing Co.
3Baum, L. F. & Denslow, W. W. (1900) The wonderful Wizard of Oz. Chicago ; New York: G.M. Hill Co.
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Data
Writing samples from the Computer Vision Lab (CVL) Database4
I 27 writers (subset)
I 5 training documents - 135 reference documents
I 1 holdout document - 27 questioned documents
Figure 2: Sample from Writer #23.
4Florian Kleber, Stefan Fiel, Markus Diem and Robert Sablatnig, CVL-Database: An Off-line Database for
Writer Retrieval, Writer Identification and Word Spotting, In Proc. of the 12th Int. Conference on Document
Analysis and Recognition (ICDAR) 2013, pp. 560-564, 2013.
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Data Processing with handwriter - I
The handwriter R package5 takes in a scanned handwritten
document. Then, the following are performed:
1. Binarize
I Turn the image to pure black and white.
2. Skeletonize
I Reduce writing to a 1 pixel wide skeleton.
3. Break
I Connected writing is decomposed into small manageable pieces
called glyphs.
I Glyphs are graphical structures with nodes and edges.
I Glyphs often, but not always, correspond to Roman letters.
5https://github.com/CSAFE-ISU/handwriter
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Data Processing with handwriter - II
Figure 3: Connected writing processed by the handwriter package.
Writing as graphical structures.
I Parziale, et al. (2014), Miller et. al. (2017), others
I For us, attributed graphs.
I Nodes and edges.
Parziale, Antonio, et al. An interactive tool for forensic handwriting examination. 2014 14th International
Conference on Frontiers in Handwriting Recognition. IEEE, 2014.
Miller, J. J. et al. (2017). A set of handwriting features for use in automated writer identification. Journal of
forensic sciences, 62(3), 722-734.
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Glyph Grouping Methods
Handwriting elements/measurements into ”bins”/”buckets”.
I Bulacu and Schomaker (2007)
I Saunders et al. (2011)
Bulacu, M. and Schomaker, L. (2007).Text-independent writer identification and verification us-ing textural
and allographic features. IEEE trans-actions on pattern analysis and machine intelligence, 29(4):701-717.
Saunders, C. P., Davis, L. J., Lamas, A. C., Miller, J. J., and Gantz, D. T. (2011). Construction and
evaluation of classifiers for forensic document analysis.The Annals of Applied Statistics, 5(1):381-399.
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Group Glyphs - I
Consider a set of glyph “buckets”. The rate at which a writer
emits glyphs to each bucket can be used to characterize their
writing style.
Figure 4: Three glyphs whose bucket assignment will contribute to
characterizing a writer’s style.
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Group Glyphs - II
Two ways to construct buckets:
1. Deterministic - adjacency matrices
2. Dynamic - clustering algorithm
Figure 4: Three glyphs whose bucket assignment will contribute to
characterizing a writer’s style.
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Method #1 - Adjacency
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Grouping Method #1 - Adjacency
Graph Adjacency Matrix
Glyphs are small graphs with ordered nodes (a, b, c, . . .). An
adjacency matrix describes the way those nodes are connected.
a b c d e f
a 0 1 1 0 0 1
b 1 0 0 1 1 0
c 1 0 0 0 0 0
d 0 1 0 0 0 0
e 0 1 0 0 0 0
f 1 0 0 0 0 0
→ 6AMJIAA
Figure 5: A 6 node glyph with adjacency matrix ‘6AMJIAA’.
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Grouping Method #1 - Adjacency
Graph Adjacency Matrix
Continued..
a b c d
a 0 1 1 1
b 1 0 0 0
c 1 0 0 0
d 1 0 0 0
→ 4BMA
a b c d
a 0 1 1 1
b 1 0 0 0
c 1 0 0 0
d 1 0 0 0
→ 4BMA
Figure 6: Two glyphs with 4 nodes, each with adjacency matrix ‘4BMA’.
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Grouping Method #1 - Adjacency
Adjacency Grouping - Deterministic
I Each unique adjacency matrix is a group (bucket).
I Training documents yield 1636 unique adjacency groups.
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Grouping Method #1 - Adjacency
Recall the ‘f’s.
a b c d e
a 0 1 1 1 1
b 1 0 0 0 0
c 1 0 0 0 0
d 1 0 0 0 0
e 1 0 0 0 0
→ 5DMAA
a b c d
a 0 1 1 1
b 1 0 0 0
c 1 0 0 0
d 1 0 0 0
→ 4BMA
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Grouping Method #1 - Adjacency
Count the number of glyphs in each adjacency group for each
document, d , written by writer, w .













Y1(2) 113 54 11 8 . . . 0 0
Y2(3) 166 107 3 12 . . . 0 0
Y3(7) 59 103 9 7 . . . 1 0
...
Table 1: Adjacency grouping assignments for a few documents in the
training dataset. 1636 groups. Notice the pile up.
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Grouping Method #1 - Adjacency
Some adjacency matrices occur very infrequently. Combine counts
to reduce sparsity and make ∼40 total adjacency groups.
I Rare buckets are those that hold less than 0.01% of all glyphs in the
training set.
I Moderate buckets hold between 0.01% and 0.1% of all glyphs in the
training set.
Yw(d) 2C 4BMA 5DMAA 6AMJIAA . . . moderate rare
Y1(2) 113 54 11 8 . . . 3 2
Y2(3) 166 107 3 12 . . . 8 7
Y3(7) 59 103 9 7 . . . 14 11
...
Table 2: Final adjacency grouping data. 40 groups. Notice the pile up.
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Method #2 - Clustering
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Grouping Method #2 - Clustering
Rather than impose rigid grouping rules we consider a more robust,
dynamic method.
Clustering algorithms require:
1. A distance measure. Distance between two glyphs.
2. A measure of center. Represent a group of glyphs.
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Grouping Method #2 - Clustering
Distance Measure
Edge to edge distances are combined for glyph to glyph distance.
Edge to edge distances










−5 0 5 10
Figure 7: Two edges that are also glyphs.
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Grouping Method #2 - Clustering
Edge to edge distances
Make 3 edits to e1 to match e2.
1. Shift. Anchor to the nearest endpoint by shifting.
2. Stretch. Make the endpoints the same distance apart.











−5 0 5 10
Figure 8: Shift = 1.4
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Grouping Method #2 - Clustering
Edge to edge distances
Make 3 edits to e1 to match e2.
1. Shift. Anchor to the nearest endpoint by shifting.
2. Stretch. Make the endpoints the same distance apart.










−5 0 5 10
Figure 9: Stretch = 9.9
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Grouping Method #2 - Clustering
Edge to edge distances
Make 3 edits to e1 to match e2.
1. Shift. Anchor to the nearest endpoint by shifting.
2. Stretch. Make the endpoints the same distance apart.









−5 0 5 10
Figure 10: Shape = 8.4
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Grouping Method #2 - Clustering
Edge to edge distances










−5 0 5 10
Measure of glyph distance
For multi-edge glyphs get pairwise edge distances. Minimize total
glyph distance using linear programming to match edges (sudoku).
Down-weight edge distance contributions based on edge lengths.
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Grouping Method #2 - Clustering
Measure of glyph centers
(a) p = .2 (b) p = .4 (c) p = .6 (d) p = .8
Figure 11: Weighted mean between two glyphs. p = weight on blue.
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Grouping Method #2 - Clustering
Clustering Algorithm 6,7,8
Pick # of clusters, K , then . . .
1. Assign glyphs to the nearest of K centers.
2. Recalculate centers based on new assignments.
6Forgy, E. (1965). Cluster Analysis of Multivariate Data: Efficiency vs. Interpretability of Classifications.
Biometrics, 21:768-780.
7Lloyd, S. (1982). Least Squares Quantization in PCM. IEEE Trans. on Information Theory, 28(2):129-137.
8Gan, G. and Ng, M. K.-P. (2017). K-means clustering with outlier removal. Pattern Recog. Letters, 90:8-14.
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Grouping Method #2 - Clustering
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Grouping Method #2 - Clustering
(a) Exemplar & cluster members (b) Mean
Figure 12: One of K = 40 clusters.
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Grouping Method #2 - Clustering
Make cluster assignments.
Yw(d) 29 27 38 5 9 12 . . . 14 33 25 8
Y1(2) 24 11 24 5 20 10 . . . 0 0 1 1
Y2(3) 23 48 22 15 25 12 . . . 0 1 3 0
Y3(7) 23 15 11 11 7 1 . . . 3 4 2 0
...
Table 3: Data from the cluster grouping method. Cluster #’s ordered by
most to least populated. Notice the lack of extreme pile up.
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Grouping Method #2 - Clustering
Recall the ‘f’s that all have different adjacency groupings.
The print ‘f’s are assigned to the same cluster under this method!
Dominating structures are the same and the method is flexible







single document observations for a writer (Yw(d))
∼ overall glyph rate for a writer (πw )
overall glyph rate for a writer (πw )





single document observations for a writer (Yw(d))
∼ overall glyph rate for a writer (πw )
overall glyph rate for a writer (πw )
∼ general rate for all writers (α)
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Bayesian Model #1
For a QD data vector, YQD , evaluate the probability of being
generated by writer w .




Posterior Predictive Results - Example
A demonstration of how results are presented.
I Row: questioned document (we know ground truth).
I Column: known writers.

















































































































































































































































Investigate over- and under-dispersion. Measure of sample to
sample variability.
I Relative Dispersion Index (RDI)9 .
I High RDI =⇒ high sample to sample variability.
9Kokonendji, C. C. and Puig, P. (2018). Fisher Dispersion Index for Multivariate Count Distributions. Journal
of Multivariate Analysis, v165 p180-193.
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Writer Variability - CVL Writers
Writer 12 16 4 20 15 . . .
RDI 0.732 0.793 0.907 0.926 0.960 . . .
Writer . . . 50 17 25 26 23
RDI . . . 1.281 1.337 1.349 1.563 2.177
Table 4: RDIs for CVL writers.




(a) Excerpt from Prompt #1
(b) Excerpt from Prompt #8





Figure 14: Handwriting Samples from Writer #23.






πw ∼ Dirichlet(ρw α1 + (1− ρw ) α2)
single document observations for a writer (Yw(d))
∼ overall glyph rate for a writer (πw )
overall glyph rate for a writer (πw )




πw ∼ Dirichlet(ρw α1 + (1− ρw ) α2)
single document observations for a writer (Yw(d))
∼ overall glyph rate for a writer (πw )
overall glyph rate for a writer (πw )
∼mixture (ρw ) between two types of writers (α1 & α2)
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Writer types
Two types of writers
SIMPLE
I α1 ⇐⇒ ρw ≈ 1
COMPLEX
I α2 ⇐⇒ ρw ≈ 0
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A glimpse at the πw vectors
Figure 15: Posterior samples of πw elements. Panes are cluster #’s.
Densities are separated by writer and colored by their average ρw value.
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Average ρw ’s
Figure 16: Average ρw value for each writer.
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Average ρw ’s
Figure 5: Average ρw value for each writer.
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Writing Styles
Figure 6: Writing samples in a variety of styles based on the mixing

















































































































































Characteristics such as the slopes, loops, and center of gravity of
each glyph can be incorporated as levels into the hierarchical
model.
These measurements are left out of the analysis presented here for
brevity, but are certainly valuable for the writer identification task
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